
HOW TO GIVE CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM WRITING A COVER

Have feedback but you are not sure how to put it across? Here are 6 helpful tips to provide constructive criticism that's
tactful and helpful at the same time. Tip 1).

Think About Timing In a piece for Entrepreneur, entrepreneur and business owner Charlie Harary said to
always be conscious of when you choose to give feedback. How could you rewrite that section to better
demonstrate his concern for his wife? More respondents 57 percent prefer receiving constructive criticism
over positive feedback 43 percent. There's a reason we were taught this method of communication as children
â€” it genuinely works! In short, in these situations, a bit of artistry is required. How to give constructive
criticism to other writers How to give constructive criticism to other writers June 8, Giving constructive
criticism to other writers is a valuable process for both the critique-giver and receiver. In my experience I
know I can definitely be put on the defensive when I feel criticized, which means I have trouble truly
absorbing what the other person in saying. Use language carefully How you say something is just as important
as what you choose to say. For example, you might tell a coworker that they're amazing at client-relations, but
that they could improve their presentations in meetings, and finish it up with the fact that you're super excited
to see the progress you know they're going to make. You can make suggestions, but avoid the temptation to
push the writer to tell the story that you would tend to write or prefer to read. I love the overall layout and how
user-friendly it is. Offer Specific Suggestions In that same piece, Babuata said to always try to give specific
examples and suggestions. This psychological phenomenon is called impostor syndrome , and it strikes writers
who produce anything from poetry to fiction to monthly marketing reports. As a critiquer, your role is to take
the work the writer has given you and make suggestions that strengthen it and help that writer improve. I gave
them, pointing out where her plot seemed to lag and the characters felt flat. She asks you to critique her
performance. Be Conscious Of Your Tone Lazerus also noted to always be careful of your tone, as it can make
or break how your feedback is perceived. You need examples to share to illustrate your point. You may have
preferences as a reader that are not related to the quality of a work. Instead of saying something like, "You
never clean around the house," say, "Could you help with the dishes more? Give the manuscript a thoughtful
read-through or two before you give feedback. Resist the temptation to rewrite It is important to keep in mind
that this is not your story. Forget about the compliment sandwich You may have heard of the compliment
sandwich, a technique for sandwiching criticism between praise. Secondly, the font size is too small for me.
The menu is very accessible and makes it easy to access your site sections. Have you tried using Grammarly
as a second set of eyes to help with proofreading? Unfortunately, not all "constructive criticism" is actually
constructive. Doing this, the presentation length will easily be reduced from 30 minutes to 20 minutes. I
thought I had a knack for giving useful writing feedback. Workers understand the value of constructive
criticism â€” and they even prefer it to praise and congratulatory comments. Here is an example of a vague vs.
These strategies are an insincere way of discussing feedback with an employee. Share how it affects you. You
may have guided the conversation, but the advice will be hers, and that can be a motivating tool. This is
especially true in the Asian culture. So, to help me keep the conversation both civil and fair, I imagined I was
speaking to someone I really respected. It is often used in Toastmasters and in the corporate environment.
Example of active voice vs. Members of Forbes Coaches Council discuss how to deliver feedback to your
team in a useful and positive way. In another example, say your friend just set up a new restaurant. In an
attempt to avoid getting snippy with her, I tended to distance myself from her whenever possible. This makes
it easy to critique the behavior without offending the person in question. What is your top tip for effective
critiquing?


